Abstract. We begin by deriving an action of the 0-Hecke alegbra on standard reverse composition tableaux and use it to discover 0-Hecke modules whose quasisymmetric characteristic are the natural refinements of Schur functions known as quasisymmetric Schur functions. Furthermore, we classify combinatorially which of these 0-Hecke modules are indecomposable.
Introduction
Dating from an 1815 paper of Cauchy [13] , Schur functions have long been a central object of study, due to their multi-faceted nature. Starting from their definition, they can be viewed as the determinant of a matrix, can be computed using divided differences, expressed using raising operators, or as a sum of combinatorially computed monomials. Additionally, they arise in a number of different guises in mathematics including as an orthonormal basis for the Hopf algebra of symmetric functions Sym, as characters of the irreducible polynomial representations of GL(n, C) from where the name derives [48] , as generating functions for semistandard Young tableaux, and in particular, in the representation theory of the symmetric group as the image of the irreducible characters under the characteristic map. These facets and more can be explored more deeply in texts such as [40, 47, 52] .
Their pervasive nature has also led to their generalization in a variety of ways including Schur P functions arising in the representation theory of the double cover of the symmetric group [40, 54] , k-Schur functions connected to the enumeration of Gromov-Witten invariants [34] , shifted Schur functions related to the representation theory of the general linear group [45] , and factorial Schur functions that are special cases of double Schubert polynomials [35, 43] . Perhaps the most well-known generalization is Macdonald polynomials [39] , which encompass a plethora of functions and have additional parameters q and t that reduce to Schur functions when q = t = 0. Likewise, the self-dual Hopf algebra Sym has been generalized in a number of ways. One significant nonsymmetric generalization is the Hopf algbera of quasisymmetric functions [22] , QSym, that is Hopf dual to the Hopf algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions [21] , NSym, which is itself a noncommutative generalization of Sym.
Although much more recent than Sym, both QSym of which Sym is a subalgebra, and NSym of which Sym is a quotient, are of interest. For example, NSym is isomorphic [21] to Solomon's descent algebra of Type A [20, 50] and QSym is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra of ladders [19] and the algebra of smooth functions on Young diagrams [3] . Furthermore, quasisymmetric functions can be seen as generating functions for P -partitions [22] , flags in graded posets [17] and matroids [9, 15, 37] when considering discrete geometry and enumerative combinatorics. Considering representation theory, quasisymmetric functions arise in the study of Hecke algebras [28] , Lie representations [23] , and crystal graphs for general linear Lie superalgebras [33] . In probability they arise in the investigation of random walks [25] and riffle shuffles [53] . They have also been seen to simplify many symmetric functions such as Macdonald polynomials [26, 27] , Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials [8] and identify equal ribbon Schur functions [10] , as well as arising in category theory [2] , topology [4, 24] , and graph theory [14, 31, 49, 51] .
Since Sym is a Hopf subalgebra of QSym a desirable basis of QSym would be one that refines and reflects the properties of Schur functions. Until recently this was often considered to be the basis of fundamental quasisymmetric functions since in the representation theory of the 0-Hecke algebra they are the image of irreducible module isomorphism classes under the quasisymmetric characteristic map. However, recently a new basis whose genesis is in the combinatorics of Macdonald polynomials [26] was discovered [27] . This basis refines many properties of Schur functions including exhibiting a quasisymmetric Pieri rule [27] , and quasisymmetric Littlewood-Richardson rule [7] , and generating quasisymmetric Kostka numbers [27] . It was also key in resolving a long-standing conjecture of F. Bergeron and Reutenauer [36] and have initiated a new avenue of research for other Schur-like bases, which to date include row strict quasisymmetric functions [18, 41] , dual immaculate quasisymmetric functions [5] , Young quasisymmetric functions [38] , and affine quasisymmetric Schur functions [6] . Nevertheless, the important question still remains whether quasisymmetric Schur functions are the image of module isomorphism classes under the quasisymmetric characteristic map. In this paper we will answer this question, plus others, in the affirmative.
More precisely, this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review the necessary background required to state and prove our results. Then in Section 3 we define operators on standard reverse composition tableaux before proving they are a 0-Hecke action (Theorem 3.2). These operators induce a partial order on our tableaux and Section 4 is devoted to studying this partial order. Extending this partial order to a total order in Setion 5 we are able to create 0-Hecke modules whose isomorphism classes under the quasisymmetric characteristic map are quasisymmetric Schur functions (Theorem 5.2). In Section 6 we partition our standard reverse composition tableaux of a fixed shape into equivalence classes and discover that each equivalence class, when ordered using the partial order from Section 4, is, in fact, isomorphic to a subinterval of the weak Bruhat order on the symmetric group (Theorem 6.18). The equivalence relation is applied again in Section 7 where we combinatorially classify those modules that are indecomposable (Theorem 7.8). In Section 8 we have two further applications. The first is that we discover a new basis for QSym called the canonical basis, and the second is the enumeration of truncated shifted tableaux of certain shape. Section 9 establishes that skew quasisymmetric Schur functions also arise as quasisymmetric characteristics of 0-Hecke modules (Theorem 9.8) and uses this to develop a restriction rule (Theorem 9.10) and a branching rule (Corollary 9.11) similar to that of Schur functions. Finally, we conclude with some future directions to pursue.
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2. Background 2.1. Composition diagrams and composition tableaux. We begin with the classical concept of composition before moving to the contemporary concept of composition diagram. We define a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) of n, denoted by α n, to be an ordered list of positive integers whose sum is n. We call the α i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k the parts of α, call k =: ℓ(α) the length of α and call n =: |α| the size of α. For convenience we define the empty composition ∅ to be the unique composition of size and length 0.
There exists a natural bijection between compositions of n and subsets of [n − 1] that can be described as follows. Given S = {i 1 < · · · < i k } ⊆ [n − 1], we associate to it the composition α = (i 1 , i 2 − i 1 , . . . , n − i k ). We will refer to α as comp(S). Conversely, given a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) n, we associate to it the subset of [n − 1] given by {α 1 , α 1 + α 2 , . . . , α 1 + · · · + α k−1 }. We will denote this subset by set(α).
Given a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ), we define its reverse composition diagram, also denoted by α, to be the array of left-justified cells with α i cells in row i from the top. A cell is said to be in row i if it is in the i-th row from the top, and in column j if it is in the j-th column from the left, and is referred to by the pair (i, j).
Moreover, we say a part α i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k has a removable node if either i = 1 or if i ≥ 2 then (α i ≥ 2 and there exists no 1 ≤ j < i so α j = α i − 1). In terms of reverse composition diagrams this is equivalent to saying row i is either the top row or has no row above it containing exactly one fewer cell. If α i = j then we call the cell (i, j) a removable node.
Example 2.1. The composition α = (3, 4, 2, 3) 12 has set(α) = {3, 7, 9} ⊂ [11] . The reverse composition diagram of α is below. 
We denote the set of all SRCTs of shape α by SRCT(α).
Intuitively we can think of the triple rule as saying that if a < b then a < c in the following subarray of cells.
b c a
The descent set of an SRCT τ of size n, denoted by Des(τ ), is
and the corresponding descent composition of τ is comp(τ ) = comp(Des(τ )). Given a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ), the canonical tableau of shape α, denoted by τ α , is the unique SRCT of shape α satisfying comp(τ α ) = (α 1 , . . . , α k ). In τ α the first row is filled with α 1 , . . . , 2, 1 and row i for 2 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(α) is filled with
Example 2.3. Below are two SRCTs of shape (3, 4, 3, 2) . The SRCT on the left satisfies Des(τ ) = {1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 11} and hence comp(τ ) = (1, 1, 3, 3, 1, 2, 1). The SRCT on the right is τ (3, 4, 3, 2) . Observe that by the triple rule, the number 1 will always be an entry of a cell that is a removable node.
Quasisymmetric functions and quasisymmetric Schur functions.
In this subsection we will define two families of functions, one of which will be central to our studies, and one of which will play a major role in a number of proofs. Both families lie in C[[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .]], the graded Hopf algebra of formal power series in the commuting variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . graded by total monomial degree, and it is the latter of these families that we introduce first. Definition 2.4. Let α n be a composition. Then the fundamental quasisymmetric function F α is defined by F ∅ = 1 and
where the sum is over all n-tuples (i 1 , . . . , i n ) of positive integers satisfying
Example 2.5. We have QSym n where QSym n = span{F α | α n} = span{S α | α n} and the latter basis, which will be our focus of study, is defined as follows.
Definition 2.6. Let α n be a composition. Then the quasisymmetric Schur function S α is defined by S ∅ = 1 and
Example 2.7. We compute
from the following SRCTs, whose descents are marked in red. The original motivation for naming these functions quasisymmetric Schur functions is the following. If we denote by α the rearrangement of the parts of α in weakly decreasing order then the renowned Schur functions, which form a basis for the Hopf algebra of symmetric functions Sym, are defined to be s α where
2.3.
The symmetric group and the weak Bruhat order. Consider the symmetric group S n for any positive integer n. It is generated by the adjacent transpositions s i = (i, i + 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 that satisfy the following relations.
In the first relation above, the 1 stands for the identity permutation. Given a permutation σ ∈ S n , we can therefore write it as a product of adjacent transpositions. An expression which uses the minimal number of adjacent transpositions is called a reduced word for σ. It is well-known that the number of adjacent transpositions occurring in any reduced word for σ is the same. This allows us to define a length function, l, on S n by letting l(σ) = number of adjacent transpositions in any reduced word for σ.
We will now give another characterization for the length of a permutation. To do that, we require the definition of the inversion set of a permutation σ ∈ S n . Definition 2.8. Let σ ∈ S n . Then
Classically, we also have l(σ) = |Inv(σ)| for any σ ∈ S n . Next, we discuss an important partial order on S n called the (left) weak Bruhat order. 
An alternative characterization of the weak Bruhat order, that will also be used later, is
and it satisfies the following.
2.4. The 0-Hecke algebra H n (0) and its representations. The 0-Hecke algebra H n (0) is the C-algebra generated by the elements T 1 , . . . , T n−1 subject to the following relations similar to those of S n .
Suppose a permutation σ ∈ S n has a reduced word of the form s i 1 · · · s ip . Then we define an element T σ ∈ H n (0) as follows.
The defining relations of H n (0) imply that T σ is independent of the choice of reduced word. Moreover, the set {T σ |σ ∈ S n } is a linear basis for H n (0). Thus, the dimension of H n (0) is n!.
Let R(H n (0)) denote the Z-span of the isomorphism classes of finite dimensional representations of H n (0). The isomorphism class corresponding to an H n (0)-module M will be denoted by [M] . The Grothendieck group G 0 (H n (0)) is the quotient of R(H n (0)) modulo the
According to [44] , there are 2 n−1 distinct irreducible representations of H n (0). They are naturally indexed by compositions of n. Let F α denote the 1-dimensional C-vector space corresponding to the composition α n, spanned by a vector v α . Let J ⊆ [n − 1] be set(α). Next, we define an action of the generators T i of H n (0) as follows.
In [16] they define a linear map
) is said to be the quasisymmetric characteristic of M. It is clear from the definition of the Grothendieck group that every time we have a short exact sequence of
which will be useful later. More information about the 0-Hecke algebra of the symmetric group H n (0) and its representations can be found in [12, 42] , and more contemporary results can be found in [29, 30] .
A 0-Hecke action on SRCTs
In order to define an action on SRCTs we first need the concept of attacking. where the first case only occurs in the first column, and the second case only occurs in column j where j ≥ 2, which follows from the definition of SRCTs. Let τ ∈ SRCT(α) where α n. Given a positive integer i satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, let s i (τ ) denote the filling obtained by interchanging the positions of entries i and i + 1 in τ .
Given τ ∈ SRCT(α), define operators π i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 as follows.
i ∈ Des(τ ), i and i + 1 attacking s i (τ ) i ∈ Des(τ ), i and i + 1 non-attacking
For ease of comprehension, we say if i ∈ Des(τ ) with i and i + 1 attacking then i is an attacking descent, whereas if i ∈ Des(τ ) with i and i + 1 non-attacking then i is a nonattacking descent.
We will spend the remainder of this section establishing the following theorem. In order to prove this theorem we need to establish some lemmas, but first we need to recall from [55, Section 3.5 ] the concept of box-adding operators, and introduce some related concepts. Let β n. Then the growth word associated to τ ∈ SRCT(β) is the word t i 1 · · · t in where i j is the column in which the entry j appears in τ . Furthermore, if given a composition α we define the box-adding operator t i for i ≥ 1 to be
We then define the action of a word t i 1 · · · t in on a composition α to be t i 1 · · · t in (α) and can show it satisfies the following two properties. Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that there exists an i ∈ Des(τ ) in the first column with i + 1 in the second column satisfying the condition that i and i + 1 are non-attacking. Then the entry in the first column of the row containing i + 1 is greater than i by definition. But the row containing i + 1 is strictly above the row containing i, and hence we have a contradiction to the fact that the first column of an SRCT increases from top to bottom. The claim now follows.
Lemma 3.6.
(1) If α n, τ ∈ SRCT(α) and j ∈ Des(τ ) such that j and j + 1 are non-attacking, then s j (τ ) ∈ SRCT(α).
(2) If α n, τ ∈ SRCT(α) and j / ∈ Des(τ ) such that j is not in the cell to the immediate right of j + 1, then s j (τ ) ∈ SRCT(α).
Proof. For the first part, let the growth word associated to τ be w = t i 1 · · · t in . Then w(∅) = α. We can factorize w as w = w 1 t i j t i j+1 w 2 . Since j ∈ Des(τ ) and j, j + 1 are non-attacking, we know that
by Lemma 3.3. Thus, we have that
Now, the above equation implies that w 1 t i j+1 t i j w 2 corresponds to an SRCT of shape α equal to s j (τ ). Now, assume that i j+1 − i j = 1, that is, j and j + 1 belong to columns k and k + 1 respectively. Then the growth word w associated to τ factorizes as w = w 1 t k t k+1 w 2 . Since j and j + 1 are non-attacking by hypothesis, Lemma 3.5 implies that k ≥ 2 and that, in τ , the cell containing j + 1 is strictly northeast of the cell containing j. This implies that w 2 (∅) contains a part equal to k lying to the left of the leftmost part equal to k − 1. Thus, Lemma 3.4 implies that t k+1 t k (w 2 (∅)) = t k t k+1 (w 2 (∅)). This further implies that
Again, from the above equation it follows that w 1 t k+1 t k w 2 corresponds to an SRCT of shape α equal to s j (τ ). Hence the claim follows. The proof of the second part is similar. Then Des(τ ) = {1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10}. Thus, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 11 such that i / ∈ Des(τ ), we have that π i (τ ) = τ . Notice further that 2, 7, 9 and 10 are attacking descents. Hence if i = 2, 7, 9 or 10, we have that π i (τ ) = 0. Finally, we have that π 1 (τ ) and π 5 (τ ) are as below. Now we are ready to show that the relations satisfied by the 0-Hecke algbera H n (0) are also satisfied by the operators
If i ∈ Des(τ ) but i and i + 1 are attacking, then
Thus, in all three cases, we have that π
Proof. We will proceed by casework. Consider an SRCT τ of size n. Suppose first that neither i nor j belong to Des(τ ). Then
Suppose now that i ∈ Des(τ ). If i and i + 1 are attacking, then π i (τ ) = 0. If π j (τ ) = 0, we are done. Hence, assume otherwise. Since |i − j| ≥ 2, we know that i ∈ Des(π j (τ )) and i, i + 1 are still attacking in π j (τ ). This gives that π i π j (τ ) = 0. Thus, in this case as well, we have that
Finally, assume that i ∈ Des(τ ) and i, i + 1 are non-attacking. Thus,
If j ∈ Des(τ ) with j and j+1 attacking, then the same holds for s i (τ ). Thus,
Thus, we have established that
Proof. Consider an SRCT τ of size n. We will deal with various cases. Case I:
Case II: i / ∈ Des(τ ), i + 1 ∈ Des(τ ) In this case we have π i (τ ) = τ . If i + 1 and i + 2 are attacking, then π i+1 (τ ) = 0. This implies that
Assume therefore that i + 1 and i + 2 are non-attacking. Then π i+1 (τ ) = s i+1 (τ ). One can see that we have three possibilities in s i+1 (τ ), each of which is dealt with individually in what follows.
• Consider first the case where i / ∈ Des(s i+1 (τ )). Then we have
) by our assumption, we have that π i π i+1 π i (τ ) = s i+1 (τ ), and we are done.
• Now consider the case where i ∈ Des(s i+1 (τ )) and i, i + 1 attacking in s i+1 (τ ). Then
Thus, π i π i+1 π i (τ ) = 0 which concludes this case.
• Consider finally the case where i ∈ Des(s i+1 (τ )) with i, i+ 1 non-attacking in s i+1 (τ ).
Then,
Now, assume that i and i + 1 are non-attacking. Then π i π i+1 (τ ) = s i (τ ). Again, we have the following three possibilities in s i (τ ).
• Assume that i + 1 / ∈ Des(s i (τ )). Then π i+1 (s i (τ )) = s i (τ ). Thus, in particular, we have that π i+1 π i π i+1 (τ ) = s i (τ ). On the other hand we have that
• The third case is the one where i + 1 ∈ Des(s i (τ )) and i + 1, i + 2 are non-attacking in
, and this settles the last case here.
Case IV: i ∈ Des(τ ), i + 1 ∈ Des(τ ) Assume first the scenario where i and i+1 are attacking in τ . In this case, π i (τ ) = 0 implying π i π i+1 π i (τ ) = 0. We have the following two situations arising.
• If i + 1 and i + 2 are also attacking in τ , then it is immediate that π i+1 π i π i+1 (τ ) = 0.
• Assume now that i + 1 and i + 2 are non-attacking in τ . Then we claim that i and i + 1 are non-attacking in π i+1 (τ ) = s i+1 (τ ) and that i ∈ Des(s i+1 (τ )). The fact that i ∈ Des(s i+1 (τ )) is immediate. If i + 1 and i + 2 occupy columns whose indices differ by at least 2 in τ , then it is clear that i and i + 1 will be non-attacking in s i+1 (τ ). Assume therefore that i + 1 and i + 2 occupy adjacent columns in τ . If i and i + 1 are also in adjacent columns of τ , then they occur in columns that are distance exactly 2 apart in s i+1 (τ ). Thus, this also gives that i and i + 1 are non-attacking in s i+1 (τ ). Now assume that i and i + 1 are both in column k in τ . Since i + 1 and i + 2 are non-attacking and in adjacent columns in τ , we know by Lemma 3.5, that k ≥ 2. Thus, in τ , i + 1 occupies a cell that is strictly above the cell occupied by i. Since, in τ , i + 2 occupies a cell that is strictly northeast of the cell containing i + 1, we get that i and i + 1 will be non-attacking in s i+1 (τ ).
. Now notice that i + 1 ∈ Des(s i s i+1 (τ )) and that i + 1 and i + 2 are attacking in s i s i+1 (τ ). This gives us that π i+1 π i π i+1 (τ ) = 0. Assume now the second scenario that i and i + 1 are non-attacking in τ . Then π i (τ ) = s i (τ ). Since i + 1 ∈ Des(τ ), we are guaranteed that i + 1 ∈ Des(s i (τ )). Moreover, i + 1 and i + 2 are non-attacking in s i (τ ). To see this, we will use very similar analysis as we did earlier.
If i + 1 and i + 2 are non-attacking in τ , then we get that i + 1 and i + 2 occupy columns whose indices differ by at least 2 in s i (τ ). Hence they are clearly non-attacking in this case. If i + 1 and i + 2 are attacking and in adjacent columns, we still reach the conclusion that i + 1 and i + 2 occupy columns whose indices differ by at least 2 in s i (τ ). Thus, in this case too, we get that i + 1 and i + 2 are non-attacking in s i (τ ). Assume finally that i + 1 and i + 2 are in the same column, say k, of τ . If i and i + 1 are in columns whose indices differ by at least 2 in τ , we know that i + 1 and i + 2 will be non-attacking in s i (τ ). Hence, assume that i and i + 1 are in adjacent columns. Hence i is in column k − 1 and i + 1 occupies a cell strictly northeast of the cell containing i. Lemma 3.5 implies that k − 1 ≥ 2, which is equivalent to k ≥ 3. Thus, we know that, in τ , i + 2 occupies a cell in column k that is strictly north of the cell occupied by i + 1. Hence, in s i (τ ), i + 1 and i + 2 are indeed non-attacking.
Thus π i+1 π i (τ ) = s i+1 s i (τ ). Now we will consider two cases.
• If i + 1 and i + 2 are attacking in τ , then i ∈ Des(s i+1 s i (τ )) with i and i + 1 attacking. Thus π i π i+1 π i (τ ) = 0 in this case. However, so is π i+1 π i π i+1 (τ ) as π i+1 (τ ) = 0 already. • Assume that i+1 and i+2 are non-attacking in τ . This implies that i ∈ Des(s i+1 s i (τ )) with i and i + 1 non-attacking too. Thus,
and it is clear that i ∈ Des(s i+1 (τ )) with i, i + 1 nonattacking. Thus, π i π i+1 (τ ) = s i s i+1 (τ ). Since i and i + 1 are non-attacking in τ and i ∈ Des(τ ), we are guaranteed that i+1 ∈ Des(s i s i+1 (τ )) with i+1, i+2 non-attacking.
by noticing that in both cases the positions of i and i+2 in τ have been interchanged. This completes the proof.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 now follows immediately from Lemmas 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.
The partial order α on SRCTs
Since the operators {π i } n−1 i=1 , which we will now term flips for convenience, satisfy the same relations as the 0-Hecke algebra H n (0) by Theorem 3.2, we can associate a well-defined linear operator π σ with any permutation σ ∈ S n , as in Subsection 2.4. We will use these operators to define a new partial order on SRCTs of the same shape. However, before that we need some definitions and results, and to recall that we say σ ∈ S n is written in one-line notation if we write it as a word σ(1)σ(2) · · · σ(n).
Definition 4.1. Let α n whose largest part is α max , and τ ∈ SRCT(α), whose entries in column i for 1 ≤ i ≤ α max read from top to bottom are some word w i . Then we define the column word of τ , denoted by col τ , to be the word
and identify it with the natural permutation of S n written in one-line notation. Let α n and τ 1 ∈ SRCT(α) be such that i ∈ Des(τ 1 ). Suppose further that i is a nonattacking descent in τ 1 . Let π i (τ 1 ) = τ 2 . Then observe that s i col τ 1 = col τ 2 as permutations, where s i = (i, i + 1) is the adjacent transposition in S n that interchanges i and i + 1.
Proof. Note that, given a permutation σ ∈ S n , by Theorem 3.2 and the rules for multiplying generators of H n (0) we have that
is satisfied. Thus, if π j 1 · · · π jr (τ 1 ) = τ 2 then we can find a permutationσ ∈ S n such that π j 1 · · · π jr = πσ in H n (0). Moreover, since πσ(τ 1 ) = τ 2 we have thatσcol τ 1 = col τ 2 . Thus, any reduced word s i 1 · · · s ip for col τ 2 (col τ 1 ) −1 is a reduced word forσ and
Lemma 4.4. Let α n and τ 1 ∈ SRCT(α) such that i ∈ Des(τ 1 ). Suppose further that i is a non-attacking descent in
Proof. If i ∈ Des(τ 1 ) and is non-attacking, then by definition i occurs to the left of i + 1 in col τ 1 . Thus s i col τ 1 = col τ 2 contains one more inversion than col τ 1 and Inv(col τ 1 ) ⊆ Inv(col τ 2 ), and the result follows.
We note down an immediate corollary concerning the weak Bruhat order from the lemma above. From the above lemma it also follows that if we can obtain an SRCT τ 2 starting from an SRCT τ 1 through a sequence of flips, where τ 1 = τ 2 , then there does not exist a sequence of flips to obtain τ 1 starting from τ 2 . Now we are in a position to define a new partial order on SRCTs of the same shape. Definition 4.6. Let α n and τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ SRCT(α). Define a partial order α on SRCT(α) by τ 1 α τ 2 if and only if there exists a permutation σ ∈ S n such that π σ (τ 1 ) = τ 2 .
The reflexivity and transitivity are immediate from the definition. The anti-symmetricity follows from the observation preceding the above definition. Thus we indeed have a partial order.
0-Hecke modules from SRCTs and quasisymmetric Schur functions
We will now use the partial order from the previous section to define an H n (0)-module indexed by a composition α n, whose quasisymmetric characteristic is the quasisymmetric Schur function S α . More precisely, given a composition α n extend the partial order α on SRCT(α) to an arbitrary total order on SRCT(α), denoted by Given the above construction, define V τ m+1 to be the trivial 0 module, and consider the following filtration of H n (0)-modules.
Then, the quotient modules
. Furthermore, they are irreducible modules. We can identify which H n (0)-module they are by looking at the action of π j on
Thus, as an H n (0)-representation, V τ i−1 /V τ i is isomorphic to the irreducible representation F β where β is the composition corresponding to the descent set Des(τ i−1 ). Thus, by Subsection 2.4
From this it follows that
Consequently, we have established the following. Henceforth, if given such a τ 1 ∈ SRCT(α) where α n, we will denote the H n (0)-module V τ 1 by S α , that is, S α := V τ 1 and
6. Source and sink tableaux, and the weak Bruhat order
In this section we define an equivalence relation that will be essential when determining indecomposability of H n (0)-modules in the next section. Additionally, we study two types of tableau, called source and sink tableau, which will allow us to realise the equivalence classes as subintervals of the weak Bruhat order on S n . To facilitate this we first need the concept of standardization.
Definition 6.1. Given a word w = w 1 · · · w n such that w 1 , . . . , w n are distinct positive integers, we say that the standardization of w is the permutation σ ∈ S n such that σ(i) < σ(j) if and only if w i < w j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Definition 6.2. Let α n whose largest part is α max , and τ ∈ SRCT(α), whose entries in column i for 1 ≤ i ≤ α max read from top to bottom are some word w i . Then we say the standardized i-th column word of τ , denoted by st i (τ ) is the standardization of w i . Furthermore, we define the standardized column word of τ , denoted by st(τ ) to be the word Note that since the number of entries in each column of an SRCT τ of shape α weakly decreases, in order to recover st 1 from st(τ ) we need only search for the first instance when an integer is repeated in order to determine the beginning of st 2 , and then iterate this to recover every st j for 1 ≤ j ≤ α max .
With this definition of standardized column word in hand we will now define a natural but crucial equivalence relation, whose reflexivity, symmetricity and transitivity are immediate. Suppose given a composition α n the equivalence classes with respect to ∼ α are E 1 , E 2 , · · · , E k . Let S α,E i denote the C-linear span of all SRCTs in E i for i = 1, . . . , k. Then we get the following isomorphism of vector spaces
since the equivalence classes are disjoint and their union is SRCT(α). This isomorphism is actually an isomorphism of H n (0)-modules, as the following lemma implies immediately.
Lemma 6.6. Let E j for j = 1, . . . , k be the equivalence classes under ∼ α for α n. Then for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we have that
Proof. Consider τ 1 ∈ E j , and suppose further that π i (τ 1 ) = τ 2 for some positive integer i. In particular we are assuming that i is a non-attacking descent in τ 1 . Therefore, all the entries strictly greater than i in the same column as i in τ 1 are actually all strictly greater than i + 1. Also, all entries strictly lesser than i + 1 in the same column as i + 1 in τ 1 are actually all strictly lesser than i. Thus, once the positions of i and i + 1 in τ 1 are interchanged to obtain τ 2 , we have that st(τ 2 ) = st(τ 1 ). Thus, τ 2 belongs to E j as well.
Now fix an equivalence class E. Given τ ∈ E, a removable node of α is called a distinguished removable node of τ if it contains the smallest entry in that column. Since all SRCTs in E have the same standardized column word, it is clear that the distinguished removable nodes only depend on the equivalence class E, and not on the individual tableaux therein. Thus, we can define a set of positive integers, DRN(α, E) as follows.
DRN(α, E) = {r | there exists a distinguished removable node in column r in any tableau in E}.
Note that the set DRN(α, E) is clearly a non-empty set, as any cell that contains 1 in any tableau in E is a distinguished removable node. Furthermore, there is at most one distinguished removable node in any given column of any tableau in E.
Next, we discuss two important classes of SRCTs that will form special representatives of each equivalence class. The motivation for these names is immediate from the following two lemmas. Proof. Assume first that τ 1 is a source tableau. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, the existence of an SRCT τ 2 = τ 1 such that π i (τ 2 ) = τ 1 . Then i ∈ Des(τ 2 ), but i / ∈ Des(τ 1 ). Since i is clearly not n, we know that i + 1 lies to the immediate left of i in τ 1 . But, if we obtained τ 1 from τ 2 by interchanging the positions of i and i + 1, we reach the conclusion that i lies to the immediate left of i + 1 in τ 2 . But this clearly contradicts the fact that τ 2 is an SRCT. Now assume that there does not exist an SRCT τ 2 = τ 1 such that π i (τ 2 ) = τ 1 for some positive integer i. In view of the second part of Lemma 3.6, it is immediate that τ 1 has the property that if i is such that i + 1 lies strictly left of i, that is i / ∈ Des(τ 1 ), then i + 1 actually lies to the immediate left of i. But this is the same as saying that τ 1 is a source tableau.
Lemma 6.11. Let α n and τ 1 ∈ SRCT(α). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) τ 1 is a sink tableau.
(2) There does not exist an SRCT τ 2 = τ 1 such that π i (τ 1 ) = τ 2 for some positive integer i.
Proof. Assume first that τ 1 is a sink tableau. If i / ∈ Des(τ 1 ), we know that π i (τ 1 ) = τ 1 . If, on the other hand, i ∈ Des(τ 1 ), we know that π i (τ 1 ) = 0 as i and i + 1 are attacking in τ 1 . Thus, there does not exist an SRCT τ 2 = τ 1 such that π i (τ 1 ) = τ 2 for some positive integer i. Now assume that there does not exist an SRCT τ 2 = τ 1 such that π i (τ 1 ) = τ 2 for some positive integer i. This implies that π i (τ 1 ) either equals τ 1 or it equals 0 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1. This is the same as saying that any positive integer 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 satisfies the condition that either i / ∈ Des(τ 1 ) or i is an attacking descent in τ 1 . But this is the same as saying that τ 1 is a sink tableau.
These two lemmas now allow us to determine some equivalence class structure.
Lemma 6.12. Let α n and E be an equivalence class under the equivalence relation ∼ α . Then E contains at least one source tableau and at least one sink tableau of shape α.
Proof. We know by Lemma 4.4 that if π i (τ 1 ) = τ 2 then l(col τ 2 ) = l(col τ 1 ) + 1. The result now follows by Lemmas 6.10 and 6.11, and the fact that | SRCT(α)| is finite, and hence so is the number of tableaux in E.
Let τ be a source tableau. Let τ −1 be the SRCT obtained by first removing the cell containing 1 from τ and then subtracting 1 from the remaining entries. Then it is easy to see that τ −1 is also a source tableau.
Every equivalence class under the equivalence relation contains at least one source tableau by Lemma 6.12. The next proposition helps us prove that each equivalence class contains exactly one source tableau. Proposition 6.13. Let τ be an SRCT of shape α n belonging to an equivalence class E. Let τ source be a source tableau in E. Let m be the smallest element in DRN(α, E) . Then the distinguished removable node in column m of τ source contains the entry 1.
Proof. Note first that any column that 1 belongs to in any tableau in E will always be an element of DRN(α, E). Let the entry in the distinguished removable node in column m of τ be i ≥ 2. We will exhibit the existence of a positive integer j satisfying 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, and an SRCT τ 1 such that π j (τ 1 ) = τ .
Let 1 belong to column m ′ > m in τ . Let
and p belongs to a column r > m}.
Since i ≥ 2 and hence 1 ∈ X, the set X is clearly non-empty. We will consider two cases. If i − 1 belongs to X, then since i is the entry of a distinguished removable node we can deduce from the second part of Lemma 3.6 that the filling τ 1 obtained by interchanging the positions of i and i − 1 in τ is still an SRCT. Then, clearly one has that π i−1 (τ 1 ) = τ .
If i − 1 does not belong to X, let x max denote the maximal element of X. We know that x max + 1 belongs to column q where q < m, since i is the entry of a distinguished removable node so q = m. Hence by the second part of Lemma 3.6 the filling τ 1 obtained by interchanging the positions of x max and x max + 1 is still an SRCT. Again, we have that π xmax (τ 1 ) = τ . Now, let τ be a sink tableau. Then it is easy to see that τ −1 defined above is also a sink tableau. As with source tableaux, every equivalence class under the equivalence relation contains at least one sink tableau, by using Lemma 6.12. Likewise, the purpose of the next proposition is to help us prove that each equivalence class contains exactly one sink tableau. Proposition 6.14. Let τ be an SRCT of shape α n belonging to an equivalence class E. Let τ sink be a sink tableau in E. Let M be the largest element in DRN(α, E). Then the distinguished removable node in column M of τ sink contains the entry 1.
Proof. As noted in the previous proof, any column that 1 belongs to in any tableau in E will always be an element of DRN(α, E). Let the entry in the distinguished removable node in column M of τ be i ≥ 2. We will exhibit the existence of a positive integer j satisfying 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, and an SRCT τ 1 such that π j (τ ) = τ 1 .
Let 1 belong to column M ′ < M in τ . Let X = {p | 1 ≤ p ≤ i − 1 and p belongs to a column r < M}.
Since i ≥ 2 and 1 ∈ X, the set X is clearly non-empty. We will consider two cases. If i − 1 belongs to X, then we claim that i − 1 is a non-attacking descent in τ . Let c i−1 be the column to which i − 1 belongs in τ . If M − c i−1 ≥ 2, then it is immediate that i − 1 is a non-attacking descent. Thus, we are left to consider the case where c i−1 = M − 1. Suppose that i − 1 is actually an attacking descent in τ . Hence, we know that the row to which i − 1 belongs is strictly above the row to which i belongs. Since, i occupies a removable node in column M, we know that the row to which i − 1 belongs has ≥ M cells. But then the entry to the immediate right of i − 1 in τ is ≤ i − 2. This contradicts the fact that the smallest entry in column M is in the cell that contains i. Hence i − 1 belongs to a row that is strictly below the row containing i, and i − 1 is a non-attacking descent in τ . Then, clearly we have that π i−1 (τ ) = τ 1 .
If i − 1 does not belong to X, let x max denote the maximal element of X. We know that x max + 1 belongs to column q where q > M since i is the entry of a distinguished removable node so q = M. Since x max belongs to a column strictly less than M, we get the fact that x max is a non-attacking descent in τ . Again, we have that π xmax (τ ) = τ 1 .
These two propositions show that the position of 1 in a source or sink tableau in an equivalence class E is uniquely decided. Thus, we have the following important corollary. With this uniqueness in mind, given a composition α n and an equivalence class E under ∼ α , we will now denote the unique source tableau in E by τ 0,E , and denote the unique sink tableau in E by τ 1,E .
As a corollary to the above corollary, we obtain the following that describes the structure of the H n (0)-modules from (6.1).
Corollary 6.16. Let α n and E be an equivalence class under the equivalence relation ∼ α . Then S α,E is a cyclic H n (0)-module with generator τ 0,E . In particular, every tableau in E can be obtained by applying a sequence of flips to τ 0,E .
Thus, we also have the following for τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ SRCT(α). Next, we will give an example of the source tableau and the sink tableau for the equivalence class of the tableau τ considered in Example 3.7. We know that the source tableau in E will have 1 in the distinguished removable node in column 2 by Proposition 6.13 while the sink tableau in E will have a 1 in the distinguished removable node in column 3 by Proposition 6.14. Iteratively using this method, we get the following unique source tableau and unique sink tableau for the equivalence class E. Now that we know that two SRCTs τ 1 and τ 2 satisfying st(τ 1 ) = st(τ 2 ) are incomparable under the partial order α , we will focus our attention on the partial order α restricted to all tableaux belonging to the same equivalence class. Proof. Consider the map f : E → S n given by mapping an SRCT τ to col τ . This map is clearly injective. Consider a maximal chain
We claim that f induces a saturated chain in (S n , ≤ L ) shown below
This follows from Lemma 4.4.
In a similar vein, suppose one has a saturated chain in S n as shown below
We have that s jr · · · s j 1 is a reduced word for col τ 1,E col
. Hence π jr · · · π j 1 (τ 0,E ) = τ 1,E by Lemma 4.3. Thus, we get a chain in E as shown below
This chain is a maximal chain as s jr · · · s j 1 is a reduced word expression for col τ 1,E col
. Thus, we see that the map taking an element σ ∈ S n satisfying col
(τ 0,E ) is actually the inverse for f . This establishes that f is an isomorphism from E to its image in S n equal to the interval [col τ 0,E , col τ 1,E ]. Since it maps maximal chains to maximal chains, we get the fact that f is a poset isomorphism.
The classification of tableau-cyclic and indecomposable modules
Elaborating on the 0-Hecke modules discovered in Section 5, in this section we will classify those H n (0)-modules S α for α n that are cyclically generated by a single SRCT, termed tableau-cyclic, and use these to classify those that are indecomposable.
The equivalence relation from Section 6 will be key to proving our classification, and the following compositions will be key to describing our classification: We call a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ(α) ) simple if and only if it satisfies the following condition.
• If α i ≥ α j ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ℓ(α) then there exists an integer k satisfying i < k < j such that α k = α j − 1. Otherwise we call a composition complex. (
Proof. The result is clear for j = 1. Hence assume that j ≥ 2. Then if α j has a removable node, by definition α j ≥ 2. Notice further that if α j has a removable node, then all parts α i such that 1 ≤ i < j satisfying α i < α j actually satisfy α i ≤ α j − 2. Thus we need only establish that there does not exist a part α i satisfying 1 ≤ i < j and α i ≥ α j . Suppose on the contrary, that there exists such an α i . Then since α is simple, we are guaranteed the existence of a part α k such that i < k < j with α k = α j − 1. However, this implies that α j cannot have a removable node unless j = 1, which contradicts our assumption on j. The reverse direction follows from the definitions and we are done.
We now observe an elementary yet vital property of simple compositions, and then work towards classifying tableau-cyclic modules. Proof. We will proceed by induction on the size of α. The base case α = (1) is clear. Assume the claim holds for all simple compositions of size n − 1.
In τ , let 1 belong to a cell in column k. By observing that any cell containing 1 must be a removable node and Lemma 7.2 we know that there are no cells strictly north of the cell containing 1. Hence 1 lies strictly north of every entry in column k. Now let τ −1 be the SRCT obtained by removing the cell containing 1, and subtracting 1 from the remaining entries. Observe that by Lemma 7.3 τ −1 ∈ SRCT(α ′ ) where α ′ is a simple composition of size n − 1. Hence the induction hypothesis implies that the entries in every column of τ −1 increase from top to bottom. Since 1 lies strictly north of every entry in column k in τ , we can conclude that the entries in every column of τ increase from top to bottom. Proof. Since α = (α 1 , . . . , α ℓ(α) ) is a complex composition, we know that there exist 1 ≤ i < j < ℓ(α) such that α i ≥ α j ≥ 2 and there is no k satisfying i < k < j such that α k = α j − 1. Consider the following compositions α upper = (α 1 , . . . , α i−1 ) and α lower = (α i , . . . , α ℓ(α) ). Let τ upper ∈ SRCT(α upper ) and note that the (j − (i − 1))-th part of α lower has a removable node inherited from α j . Choose τ lower ∈ SRCT(α lower ) to be an SRCT with a 1 in this removable node. Furthermore let τ lower + |α upper | be the array obtained by adding |α upper | to every entry of τ lower . Now consider τ ∈ SRCT(α) whose first i − 1 rows are identical to τ upper and whose remaining rows are identical to τ lower + |α upper |. Observe that the entries in column j of τ do not strictly increase from top to bottom, establishing the claim.
We are now in a position to classify those H n (0)-modules that are tableau-cyclic. Theorem 7.6. S α is a tableau-cyclic H n (0)-module if and only if α is a simple composition of n.
Proof. Let α be a simple composition. Then by Lemma 7.4 we know that there is only one equivalence class under ∼ α . Thus since
where the sum is over the equivalence classes E of ∼ α , by Corollary 6.16 it follows that S α is a tableau-cyclic H n (0)-module if α is a simple composition of n.
Conversely, let α be a complex composition. Then since the entries in each column of τ α increase from top to bottom, by Lemma 7.5 we are guaranteed the existence of at least two equivalence classes under the equivalence relation ∼ α . Thus since
where the sum is over the equivalence classes E of ∼ α , by Corollary 6.16 it follows that S α is not a tableau-cyclic H n (0)-module if α is a complex composition of n.
Observe that if S α is not tableau-cyclic then it may still be cyclic. For example, S (2,2) is cyclically generated by the following generator. We will now work towards classifying those H n (0)-modules that are indecomposable, which is a result that will sound familiar when we state it.
Lemma 7.7. Let α n and τ ∈ SRCT(α) such that τ = τ α . Then there exists a positive
Proof. Since τ α is the unique SRCT of shape α satisfying comp(τ α ) = α it follows that Des(τ ) = Des(τ α ). Furthermore, |Des(τ )| ≥ |Des(τ α )| since every element in the first column except the largest contributes to the descent set of an SRCT. Hence we are guaranteed the existence of a positive integer i such that i ∈ Des(τ ) but i ∈ Des(τ α ), and moreover,
Now we are ready to identify those H n (0)-modules that are indecomposable. Proof. Let α be a simple composition. We will show that every idempotent module morphism from S α to itself is either the zero map or the identity map. This in turn implies that S α is indecomposable [32, Proposition 3.1] . Let f be an idempotent module endomorphism of S α . Suppose that
By Lemma 7.7 we know that given τ 1 ∈ SRCT(α) such that τ 1 = τ α there exists a positive integer i / ∈ set(α) such that
Now, note that the coefficient of τ 1 = τ α in the sum in the last line above is 0. This is because there does not exist a τ 2 ∈ SRCT(α) such that
Thus, we get that f (τ α ) = a τα τ α . Again, using the fact that f is idempotent, we get that a τα = 0 or a τα = 1. Since S α is cyclically generated by τ α by Theorem 7.6, we get that f is either the zero map or the identity map. Hence, S α is indecomposable.
Conversely, if α is a complex composition, then since the entries in each column of τ α increase from top to bottom, by Lemma 7.5 we are guaranteed the existence of at least two equivalence classes under the equivalence relation ∼ α . Thus since
where the sum is over the equivalence classes E of ∼ α , it follows that S α is not indecomposable.
The canonical basis and enumeration of truncated shifted reverse tableaux
Recall that given any composition α, we denote its canonical tableau, which is the unique SRCT of shape α and descent composition α, by τ α . In this section we discover a new basis for QSym arising from the orbit of each canonical tableau and connect it to the enumeration of truncated shifted reverse tableaux studied in [1, 46] . For ease of notation we denote the orbit of τ α by E α , and since the entries in every column of τ α increase from top to bottom, we have by definition that E α = {τ | τ ∈ SRCT(α) and entries in each column of τ increase from top to bottom }.
Repeating our argument from Section 5, but now extending the partial order α on E α to a total order on E α , we obtain the expansion of the quasisymmetric characteristic of the H n (0)-module S α,Eα in terms of fundamental quasisymmetric functions as follows.
Denoting the above function by C α leads us to the following definition.
Definition 8.1. Let α n. Then we define the canonical quasisymmetric function C α to be
where the sum is over all SRCT τ of shape α whose entries in each column increase from top to bottom.
In turn, this leads naturally to a new basis for QSym. However, before we reveal this new basis, we need to recall two total orders on compositions remembering that we denote by α the rearrangement of the parts of α in weakly decreasing order. First, given distinct compositions α, β n, we say that α is lexicographically greater than β, denoted by α > lex β, if α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . .) and β = (β 1 , β 2 , . . .) satisfy the condition that for the smallest positive integer i such that α i = β i , one has α i > β i . Second, we say that α ◮ β if α > lex β or α = β and α > lex β. Proof. We know from [27, Proposition 5.5 ] that the transition matrix expressing the quasisymmetric Schur functions in terms of the basis of fundamental quasisymmetric functions is upper unitriangular when the indexing compositions are ordered using ◮. Thus, we immediately get that the transition matrix M expressing {C α | α n} in terms of {F α | α n} is also upper triangular with the indexing compositions ordered using ◮. Now, since τ α ∈ E α , by the definition of C α above we have that F α appears with coefficient 1 in this expansion of C α . Thus, the matrix M is also upper unitriangular and this implies the claim. In the list above, the top-leftmost tableau is the source tableau τ 0,Eα = τ α , while the bottomrightmost tableau is the sink tableau τ 1,Eα , and the descents are marked in red. Thus, we calculate the canonical quasisymmetric function C (3, 2, 4) to be
8.1. Dimensions of certain S α,Eα and truncated shifted reverse tableaux. For most of this subsection, we will be interested in compositions α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) satisfying the additional constraint that α 1 < · · · < α k . We will refer to such compositions as strict reverse partitions. Next, we will discuss truncated shifted reverse tableaux. Let α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) and β = (β 1 , . . . , β s ) be strict reverse partitions such that s ≤ k and β s−i+1 ≤ α k−i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. We define the truncated reverse shifted diagram of shape α\β as the array of cells where row i starts one cell to the left of where row i − 1 starts and contains α i cells if 1 ≤ i ≤ k − s,
Here again, the rows are considered from top to bottom. This given, we define a truncated shifted reverse tableau of shape α\β to be a filling satisfying the same conditions as a shifted reverse tableau. Now we have all the notation that we need to give a count for the dimension of S α,Eα for certain α. Proof. Let τ ∈ E α . Consider a cell (i, j) that belongs to the reverse composition diagram of α such that (i − 1, j − 1) also belongs to the diagram. Then the triple rule implies that τ (i,j) > τ (i−1,j−1) , as τ ∈ E α . Now consider the filling obtained by shifting row i by i − 1 cells to the left. The resulting filling has reverse shifted shape α and satisfies the following two conditions.
(1) The entries along every row decrease from left to right.
(2) The entries along every column increase from top to bottom.
Thus, the resulting filling is a shifted reverse tableau of shape α, and it is easily seen that it is uniquely determined by τ . We can also invert the above procedure. Starting from a shifted reverse tableau of shape α, consider the filling obtained by shifting row i by i − 1 cells to the right. We claim that the resulting filling is an SRCT that belongs to E α . To see this, first notice that the entry in a fixed cell in the shifted reverse tableau is strictly greater than the entry in any cell that lies weakly north-east of it. Thus, when row i is shifted i − 1 cells to the right, we are guaranteed that the entries in every column in the resulting filling (which is of reverse composition shape α) increase from top to bottom. The entries in every row decrease from left to right as they did in the shifted reverse tableau. The fact that there are no violations of the triple rule also follows from the observation made earlier in the paragraph. Thus, we obtain an element of E α indeed, and this finishes the proof.
Repeating the same procedure as outlined in the proof above allows us to prove the following statements too. Proposition 8.11. Let n be a positive integer and α = (1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n, n). Then, the number of SRCTs that belong to E α , that is dim S α,Eα , is equal to the number of truncated shifted reverse tableaux of shape δ n+1 \δ 1 .
In [46, Theorem 4] , the number of truncated shifted reverse tableaux of shape δ n+1 \δ 1 has already been computed in a closed form. This allows us to state the following corollary.
Corollary 8.12. Given a positive integer n, the cardinality of E (1,2,. ..,n,n) is g n+1
where
is the number of shifted reverse tableaux of shape (1, 2, . . . , n+1)
and
is the m-th Catalan number.
In return, we can also calculate the number of certain truncated shifted reverse tableaux from the following. Proof. Note E α is cyclically generated by τ α as it is the source tableau in E α by Corollary 6.16. Let σ ∈ S 3k be defined as σ = s 3k−3 s 3k−6 · · · s 3 . Also, note that τ 1 = π σ (τ α ) is the sink tableau in E α . To see this note that τ 1 is as shown below. . . .
Thus, all integers i ≡ 1, 2 (mod 3) where 2 ≤ i ≤ 3k − 2 are attacking descents and there are no other descents. This in turn implies that τ 1 is a sink tableau by definition. Now for any subset X = {i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i j } of {3, 6, . . . , 3k − 3}, we can associate a permutation ω X = s i j · · · s i 1 . Since the reduced word expression for ω X is a suffix of some reduced word for σ, we know that π ω X (τ α ) is an SRCT that belongs to E α . In fact, it is not hard to see that all elements of E α are obtained by picking such a subset X, since the set of operators {π 3r } k−1 r=1 is a pairwise commuting set of operators. Thus,
Hence by this theorem and Proposition 8.10 we immediately obtain the following enumerative result. 
Restriction rules and skew quasisymmetric Schur functions
We now turn our attention to skew quasisymmetric Schur functions and discover that they, too, arise as quasisymmetric characteristics. To begin we need some definitions to lead us to the definition of skew quasisymmetric Schur functions that first arose in [7] . Let α, β be two reverse composition diagrams such that β < c α. Then we define the skew reverse composition shape α/ /β to be the array of cells of α α/ /β = {(i, j) ∈ α | (i, j) is not in the subdiagram β} where β has been drawn in the bottom left corner of α. We refer to β as the inner shape and to α as the outer shape. The size of α/ /β is |α/ /β| = |α| − |β|. Note that α/ /∅ is simply the reverse composition diagram α. Hence, we write α instead of α/ /∅ and say it is of straight shape. We denote the set of all skew SRCTs of shape α/ /β by SRCT(α/ /β).
The descent set of a skew SRCT τ of size n, denoted by Des(τ ), is
Des(τ ) = {i | i + 1 appears weakly right of i} ⊆ [n − 1]
and the corresponding descent composition of τ is comp(τ ) = comp(Des(τ )).
Example 9.5. We have in the skew SRCT below that Des(τ ) = {1, 3, 4} and comp(τ ) = (1, 2, 1, 2). Now we can turn our attention to developing restriction rules. Observe that given compositions α, β such that β < c α with |α/ /β| = m and a skew SRCT τ ∈ SRCT(α/ /β) the definition of attacking is still valid. Thus, on τ ∈ SRCT(α/ /β) we can define operators π i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 as in (3.1). The operators satisfy Theorem 3.2 using the same proof techniques as in Section 3. From here, we can define the column word col τ to be the entries in each column read from top to bottom, where the columns are processed from left to right. As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, if i ∈ Des(τ ) and is non-attacking, then by definition i occurs to the left of i + 1 in col τ and hence s i col τ contains one more inversion than col τ and so as in Section 4 we obtain a partial order as follows. We will now extend the above partial order α/ /β to a total order t α/ /β with minimal element τ 1 and define V τ = span{τ j ∈ SRCT(α/ /β) | τ t α/ /β τ j , τ ∈ SRCT(α/ /β)}. Following the methods of Section 5, we obtain that V τ is an H m (0)-module, and moreover, the following. It is clear that necessary and sufficient conditions for X β to be non-empty is that β < c α.
Then we have that SRCT(α) = β n−m β<čα X β (9.3) where denotes disjoint union.
For any β/ /α satisfying β n − m, let S α,X β denote the C-linear span of all tableaux in X β . Then, we can give S α,X β the structure of an H m (0) ⊗ H n−m (0)-module by defining an action of the generators as follows. The map is well defined as all τ ∈ S α,X β satisfy the condition that the shape of τ ≤m is α/ /β, and it is an isomorphism of vector spaces. We will show that (1 ⊗ π i )(θ(τ )) = θ(1 ⊗ π i (τ )) when 1 ≤ i ≤ n − m − 1, (π i ⊗ 1)(θ(τ )) = θ(π i ⊗ 1(τ )) when 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n − m − 1. We have (1 ⊗ π i )(θ(τ )) = 1 ⊗ π i (τ ≤m ⊗ τ >m ) = τ ≤m ⊗ π i (τ >m ) = θ(π i+m (τ )) = θ(1 ⊗ π i (τ )).
The verification that (π i ⊗ 1)(θ(τ )) = θ(π i ⊗ 1(τ )) when 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 is very similar. Thus, we get that the map θ gives the desired isomorphism of H m (0) ⊗ H n−m (0)-modules.
is not rank-symmetric. However, the data computed implies the following conjecture, with which we conclude.
Conjecture 10.1. Given a composition α and equivalence class E under ∼ α , the poset (E, α ) is rank-unimodal.
